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Abstract

The time-slicing subsystem of the Biology Small-
Angle X-ray Scattering Station divides the time period
during which the data for small-angle x-ray diffraction
patterns from biological samples is collected into time
slices (or frames). The subsystem, being part of a
multiprocessor experiment control and data acquisition
system, has its own dedicated processor; it also has
special-purpose front-end electronics sufficient to
generate the gating and other control signals required
to produce a sequence of as many as 256 time slices,
measured with a basic time unit of lysec. The elec-
tronics also synchronizes with execution of the time
slice sequence the application of stimuli to the bio-
logical sample, the measurement of voltages generated by
the sample, and the application of auxiliary device
trigger pulses and routes detector data and auxiliary
sealer data into appropriate time-slice-indexed buffers
in a large external data memory array. The structure
of the entire experiment control and data acquisition
system is briefly reviewed. Details of the structure
and operation of the time slice subsystem are presented.

Introduction

The Biology Small-Angle X-ray Scattering Station,
situated at beam line X-12B of the National Synchro-
tron Light Source at Brookhaven National Laboratory* is
an experiment control and data acquisition system
for collecting diffraction pattern data produced by
scattering x-rays from biological samples. The main
feature of this station is its capability for perform-
ing dynamic studies of such samples. In the generic
experiment, the sample is subjected to a time-ordered
series of externally applied stimuli, usually voltage
pulses, and at the same time data for a set of dif-
fraction patterns is collected. The system also pro-
vides for synchronizing other useful operations and
measurements with the basic data collection sequence.

The basic unit of time used to divide up the data
collection interval has been established in accordance
with che expected dynamic response properties of bio-
logical samples. Since macroscopic mechanical and
electrical responses of such samples to stimuli usually
occur during times of the order of 1 to 10 milliseconds,
the system must be capable of collecting the data for ^
100 diffraction patterns in ^1 millisecond. Hence a
basic time unit of lusec has been established. The data
collection (or time slice) sequence can be divided up
into from 1 to 256 time slices; the total duration of
the sequence can be ^4.3 x 10' usec, i.e., 32-bit reg-
isters are used in all accumulators of elapsed time.
The maximum time corresponds to "V4300 seconds or approx-
imately 1.2 hours. In practice, it is expected that
most experiments will utilize a time slice sequence con-
taining %100 time slices and having a total duration of
a few milliseconds. Thus the typical individual time
slice has a duration of ^lOOysec. The electronics dead
time (or switch-over time) between time slices can be
less than one major clock pulse, i.e., less than lusec.
The actual dead time is very dependent on the type and
number of measurements which are to be made during the
time slices and the lengths of the time slices them-
selves; a more typical range of values for the inter-
slice dead time is 10-100usec.

The complete experiment control and data acqui-
sitioi. system has been designed and constructed as a
multipu essor system'"2 in order to achieve two major
objectives, which in some similar systems may appear
to be in conflict with each other. The first object-
ive is to provide the system users with a "standard"
experiment control and data acquisition system inter-
face. The second objective is to partition the sys-
tem function into subfunctions at a high enough level
thaL the subfunctions may be confined to separate
computer processors. In this way the system designer
gains control of all hardware and software required to
perform major parts of the overall system function.
The time-slice subsystem of the complete experiment
control and data acquisition system performs such a
partitioned subfunction.

System Architecture

The complete system at the small-angle scattering
station consists of four computer processors with their
associated peripherals and local memory arrays. Com-
munication between pairs of processors is carried out
via an external shared memory array. All processors
may access this external array by means of windowed
access ports on their local memory busses. The pro-
cessors in the system bear a hierarchical relationship
to each other and can be discussed in order of their
levels in this hierarchy:

(1) Experiment Control Processor. The user inter-
acts with the experiment control processor in order to
exert overall control over the experiment and the data
acquisition process. This processor operates under a
commercial operating system and executes user programs
written in a high-level language (FORTRAN). At this
processor are located the normal peripheral devices
required to transfer and manage executable images of
user programs and to store large quantities of experi-
ment data.

(2) Time Slice Processor. The experiment control
processor defines a data acquisition sequence by passing
the parameters of the sequence to the time slice pro-
cessor. The time slice processor is responsible for
checking the parameters for validity and converting
them into a data base appropriate to the time slice
generation electronics. Once a valid data acquisition
sequence has been defined, a last command signals the
time slice processor to begin the specified number of
cycles over the defined sequence. The time slice pro-
cessor also controls the access to the collected data
which may be granted to the experiment control pro-
cessor, both during data acquisition and after the
specified number of cycles over the sequence has been
completed.

(3) Data Display Processor. Real-time displays
of the data as it is being collected or post-collection
displays of data sets are generated by the data display
processor.

(4) Input/Output Operations Manager Processor.
The operating system images and application programs
required by all processors in the system are stored on
and retrieved from a disk device managed by the input/
output operations manager processor.

*This research was supported by the U. S. Department of
Energy: Contract No. DE-AC02-76CH00016.
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The system must also physically position mono-
chromator elements, the sample, detector, and other
beam line optical elements. This positioning function
is presently assigned to the experiment control pro-
cessor, which issues commands over a standard RS-232-C '
serial link to a motor controller unit. It is the
motor control unit which drives the motors and reads
back the encoders used to position a total of 15 axes,
13 of which are built into a mobile spectrometer. An
illustration of the spectrometer, shown inside its x-ray
containment housing, or hutch, constitutes Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Spectrometer shown within its beam line hutch.
The entire spectrometer moves along rails
(bottom of illustration) parallel to the in-
cident beam in order to vary the source-to-
'sample distance. The detector is swung
about the major axis cf the spectrometer (in
the vertical plane) by actuating the large
lead screw at extreme left of illustration.

Time Slice Subsystem

The time slicing subsystem consists of a dedicated
computer processor, a Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC)
LSI-11/2, and a local 64K byte memory array, a shared
memory port for communicating with other processors in
the system, and shared memory ports for writing into and
reading from dedicated memory modules of time slice
sequence parameters. Programs for performing the time
slice sequence definition and executing commands re-
ceived from the experiment control processor are re-
trieved from storage by issuing function requests to the
input/output operations processor. Processing of com-
mands received from the experiment control processor
results in time slice parameters being stored into ded-
icated shared memory modules; the parameters are fetched
from these small shared memory arrays in real time during
the time slice sequence by special-purpose front-end
electronics modules. The front-end modules perform the
following functions during execution of a cycle over the
time slice sequence:

(1) produce a time slice gate signal which enables
detector data collection during as many as 256 time
slices. The duration of each time sli.e interval has a
basic resolution unit of lysec; the total duration of
the time slice sequence may be as much as 2-" lysec
intervals;

(2) control dat.i collection by one of three pos-
sible x-ray detectors. The three possibilities are the
following:

(a) a read-increment-vrite Interface for
accumulating position data from a 1024-channel linear
detector with delay line readout. The data is routed
into a large data memory array with separate memory
areas being indexed by time slice number;

(b) a buffer-then-sequentially-read-out inter-
face for accumulating data from a 100-channel detector
having a preamplifier-discriminator-amplifier-scaler
chain for each channel. The data accumulated during a
time slice is added to data previously collected for
the same time slice while data for the next time slice
is being accumulated;

(c) a (proposed) read-increment-write pro-
cessor for accumulating data from a 256 x 512 channel
detector with delay line readout on each axis. Again
the data will be routed into buffers in a large data
memory array with the buffers indexed by time slice
number;

(3) apply up to eight channels of voltage stimuli
to the sample under study. The amplitude and duration
of these stimuli, within an allowed range, are speci-
fied by the experiment control processor. The voltage
application times are synchronized within the time slice
sequence but an individual application time does not
have to coincide with the start of a time slice;

(4) measure (digitize) up to eight channels of
voltages generated by the sample. Up to 256 measure-
ments (with the number of measurements equal to the
number of time slices) may be made on each channel
during the sequence. The time of measurement for each
digitized voltage must coincide with the start of a
time slice;

(5) store (accumulate or sum) thi data from 20
auxiliary sealers at the end of each time slice. These
sealers typically measure che intensity of the incident
x-ray beam at different points and serve as normalizing
counters for various quantities:

(6) apply up to eight channels of trigger pulses
(TTL-compatlble) to various auxiliary devices. As many
as 256 trigger pulses may be applied on each channel
during the sequence. Application of the trigger pulses
is synchronized with the time slice sequence, but the
application times may be defined independently of the
time slice start and end times.

Software Structure

As mentioned above, the time-slicing subsystem is
controlled by a dedicated computer processor. This
processor, like all the auxiliary processors, i.e.,
processors below the experiment control processor in
the system hierarchy, is a DEC LSI-11/2, a nori-memory-
mapped machine, and thus has access to a total logical/
physical address space of 65,536 bytes. The layout of
this address space is shown in Fig. 2. The first (i.e.,
lowest order address) three quarters of the space is
used to address physical memory via the machine's local
Q-Bus. This physical memory is used to hold executable
copies of four software components.

The lowest 8K bytes (approximately) of the meaory
contain the processor's operating system; this code is
version 2.2 of the DEC RSX-ll/S operating system.
RSX-ll/S is entirely memory resident, i.e., is not disk
based, and provides no file management. The operating
system is used for three components which is provides:

(1) a full-duplex teletype or terminal driver.
This module is used to communicate with an ASCII char-
acter terminal when the time slice processor is run in
stand-alone, dJ ".gnostic mode;



(2) a routine for dispatching software interrupts
(or traps). The application program executing in this
processor requests both system-standard and processor-
specific services from a module of service routines by
initiating a software interrupt or synchronous system
trap (SST). The module for detecting these traps and
routing program control to the appropriate service
routine is contained in the operating system;

(3) a routine for initiating execution of a task.
The RSX-ll/S operating system has a facility for start-
ing execution of a task (or program) immediately after
Che operating system has been loaded into memory, start
ed, and has initialized itself. This facility is used
to begin execution of an application program. Sub-
sequent loading and switching of execution between
other time slice processor application programs is per-
formed by modules in the SST routines package; as far
as the operating system is concerned, it is executing
only one user task as long as the time slice processor
runs.

The next higher 8K bytes of local memory contain
the module of synchronous system trap (SST) service
routines. These routines, memory resident throughout
operation of the time slice processor, provide services
to any application program which executes in this pro-
cessor. In particular, the SST routines manage com-
munication with other processors in the system and
provide access to the external shared memory arrays
containing time slice parameters and detector data.

The 16K to 48K byte physical memory area (040 000 -
137 777(8)) is divided into two equal parts, one to ftold
a FORTRAN main program and the other to hold an associ-
ated FORTRAN overlay. The FORTRAN main program-overlay
set constitutes an application program; the application
program (or programs) is the software element which
performs the subsystem function partitioned onto the
time slice subsystem. Each main program-overlay set may
contain up to 63 overlays, although in practice, only
5-10 are required.

The next-to-highest 8K byte portion of memory ad-
dress space (140 000 - 157 777(8)) is not used to ac-
cess local physical memory, but serves as a logical
space window into one of the external shared memory ar-
rays, the communication shared memory. This logical
window and the shared memory behind it are used as a
buffer for retrieving program elements from the input/
output operations manager processor. They are also used
as a buffer area for communication transaction parameter
blocks when processing function requests from the ex-
periment control processor or submitting function re-
quests to lower level processors in the system.

The highest 8K bytes of the local address space
accessible to the time slice processor constitute the
standard DEC external device register page. In the
case of the time slice processor, only three standard
devices, a line time clock, a quadruple asynchronous
serial line interface (DEC DLV-11J), and a video display
generator for ASCII text, and one special-purpose device,
the time slice control logic module, have registers in
the external page. The external page space is also used
for two additional logical windows into external shared
memory nodules. Both windows are 2K bytes in width.
The first, occupying addresses 160 000 - 163 777(8), is
used to access the shared memory module containing the
database of time slice parameters; the large shared
memory module containing the detector data is accessed
via a second window located at addresses 164 000 - 167
777(8).

Display codes for ASCII characters to appear on
the CRT monitor driven by the video display generator
are loaded into address locations 170 000 - 173 777(8);

020000

040000

._ 100000

120000

140000

160000,

160000

164000

174000

RSX-ll/S Version 2.2
Operating System

Synchronous System Trap (SST)
Service Routines

FORTRAN Main Program
(Application Program)

FORTRAN Overlay Associated
With Main Program

Logical Space Window Into
Communication Shared Memory

External Input/Output
Device Register Page

Logical Space Window Into
Time Slice Parameters Shared Memory

Logical Space Window Into
Time Slice Data Shared Memory

Video Display Generator
ASCII Character Code Registers

High-Order One-Fourth of
External Device Register Page

174200, 174300, 174400 Shared
Memory Page Address Registers

Time Slice Processor EPROM
Bootstrap Code

176500, 177560 Serial Line Interfaces
176600-176610 Time Slice Control

Logic Registers
177100 Line Time Clock

Fig. 2. Layout of Time Slice Processor
Logical/Physical Address Space
(Numbers at left are octal byte
addresses.)

these addresses are mapped linearly into character
matrix positions on the monitor. The remaining,
highest-address portion of the external page space con-
tains device registers for the other standard devices,
the line time clock and quadruple serial line interface,
and the special-purpose device, the time slice control
logic module. It also contains the shared memory page
number registers for all three shared memory access
ports present on the time slice processor Q-Bus.

One additional "device" has registers in the ex-
ternal device register page. Locations 175 000 - 175
777(8) are occupied by an EPROM memory array which con-
tains the time slice processor bootstrap code. Upon
system power-up, the time slice processor automatically



begins execution of this bootstrap code. The bootstrap
program extracts a small loader program from the com-
munication shared memory module and loads it into pro-
cessor-local memory. This loader program in turn
locates, also in communication shared memory, copies
of the operating system and the SST service routine
module and loads these elements into processor-local
memory. Program control is transferred to the operating
system and, as mentioned above, the operating system
initializes itself and begins execution of a tiny (four
bytes) permanently installed task contained in its load-
ed image. This task calls an SST service routine which
loads the default FORTRAN main program and begins its
execution.

Hardware Structure

The entire experiment control and data acquisition
system is mounted into standard 19" width rack enclo-
sures, EQUIPTO 170 series. These units are enclosed on
all surfaces except the front, where 63" of chassis
mounting height is provided. The racks are nonstandard
in that they are 36" deep, in order that cable distri-
bution backpanels may be added onto the chassis boxes
used.

Chassis boxes The time-slicing subsystem elec-
tronics are contained in two standard NIM bins and six
Plessey Peripheral Systems PM-1150/5 chassis boxes. The
Plessey chassis boxes provide structural support, power,
and cooling (fans), for electronics module printed
circuit boards conforming to the DEC Q-Bus or UJJIBUS
size standard and < ,ounting in DEC backplanes. The units
supply power at the voltages and current capacities
shown in Table I and provide mounting space for up to
27 backplane slots, with each slot being six rows wide.
In the present system, the +15 volt power supply has
been adjusted to supply +12 volts and a cable distri-
bution panel has been added on the back of each chassis.
One additionji modification has been made to each Ples-
sey chassis box; the power to the power supply cooling
fans has been rerouted so that they continue to operate
as long as the AC input power to the box remains on,
i.e., even if one of the DC power supplies should fail.

Power Supply Voltage (VDC) Current Capacity (Amps)

+5
+15*
+20
-5
-15

71
3

4
10

*The +15 volt power supply has been adjusted to
supply +12 volts.

Table I. Chassis box power supply capabilities
(Total output power must not exceed
680 watts at 40°C.)

Backplanes All electronics modules not contained
in either the NIM bin of cycle sealers (see discussion
of the time slice generator , below) or the >1IM bin of
front-end electronics mounted on the spectrometer body
are connected into the time slice subsystem by DEC-
standard printed circuit board edge connectors (i.e.,
PEC-standard backplanes). Rows of slots on arrays of
36-pin connectors are electrically connected together
to form busses by wire wrapping the pins on the bottom
of the connectors or overlaying these pins with a
printed circuit board. Two basic configurations of
backplane busses are used; the configurations are il-
lustrated in Fig. 3. In one configuration, four rows
(A,B,C, and D) of backplane slots are wired for the
Digital Equipment Corporation Q-Bus. The remaining
two rows (E and F) are wired for an in-house defined

buss referred to as the multiport shared memory buss. •
The backplanes wired for both types of buss support a
Q-Bus-type computer processor and its Q-Bus-compatible
peripheral devices and allow the processor to access
multiport shared memory modules via its shared memory
access ports. (The shared memory access port plugs into
a single slot with two rows wired for the Q-Bus and two
rows wired for the multiport shareu memory buss.) The
time slicing subsystem processor occupies such a dual-
buss-width backplane which has sufficient slots to sup-
port three shared memory access ports.

The second backplane configuration simply has every
slot of two rows (A and B) wired for the multiport
shared memory buss. These backplanes are used to inter-
connect electronics modules which access time slice
parameters and data stored in large memory arrays and
the memory modules which constitute these arrays.

Row
Label

Slot

n n n
LSI-ll

Q-BUS

LSI-ll

Q-BUS

J LJ LJ

,Q-Bus
Priority
Chain

Slot

Row
Label

Multiport
Shared
Memory
Buss

No. 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 No. 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Fig. 3. Basic backplane configurations. Dual-buss
backplane is at left. Figure shows back-
planes as viewed from top, i.e., printed
circuit board module side.

Printed Circuit Board Modules Two basic forms of
printed circuit board (PCB) have been used to construct
the time slicing subsystem electronics. The first is a
board (6V x 8!j") sized to fit within a standard NIM
module. These boards are used for electronics modules
which must be physically placed very near the biological
sample under study; the resulting NIM modules are con-
tained in the NIM bin mcunted on the spectrometer body
itself.

The second form or printed circuit board, used for
all in-house constructed electronics modules which do
not have to be physically near the sample, is the "DEC-
hex" type, i.e., the form of PCB which occupies all six
rows of a single slot in a standard DEC backplane. Ex-
amples of such printed circuit boards are shown in Figs.
4 and 5. In general, the board is connected to a Q-Bus
or a shared memory buss at rows A and B. The typical



board of this form supports approximately 100 inte-
grated circuit packages and contains approximately
1000 signal connections, exclusive of power and ground.
The boards are four-layer with signals on the outside
two layers and power (VCC = +5.0 volts) and ground
carried on internal layers.

The logic circuit schematics for all printed
circuit boards used in the time-slicing subsystem, as
well as cable and connector wiring diagrams and chassis
box module layouts, were generated on a Racal-REDAC
computer-aided design workstation. The connection and
component lists required for printed circuit board lay-
out were automatically generated at this workstation
from input files corresponding to the completed sche-
matics. The workstation was also used to determine
optimal component placement on the boards and to route
the board connections. Workstation routines produced
both photoplots of the printed circuit board artwork
(all four layers) and hard copy plots of the logic
schematics and physical layout representation of the
finished boards showing component placement and con-
nection routes (on a Hewlett-Packard 7580B X-Y plotter).
The printed circuit boards were produced in-house in
the Instrumentation Division printed circuit facility.

Multiport Shared Memory Subsystem

As mentioned above, time slice parameters, detec-
tor data, and time slice auxiliary data are contained
in or collected into shared memory modules. The multi-
port shared memory subsystem"'' is a subsystem struc-
ture which allows multiple computer processors and
elementary "front-end" data collection processors to
access a potentially very large memory array. The
large size of the memory allows large arrays of detec-
tor data to be buffered in random-access semiconductor
memory; the multiport feature allows the data to be
collected into memory by a very simple but fast pro-
cessor and then removed for analysis by a much more
complex computer. An additional property of the multi-
port feature is that it provides a simple method (proto-
col) for interprocessor communication (given that the
pairs of processors are physically close to each other).

The subsystem consists of four major and one minor
components:

(1) a buss for accessing standard MOS dynamic RAM
computer memory arrays. The present buss, referred to
as the multiport shared memory or MPSM buss, is a modi-
fied version of the Digital Equipment Corporation
UNIBUS. Thus the buss contains a maximum of 72 defined
lines, each of nominal characteristic impedance 120
ohms and with terminators at both of its ends. The
total length of the buss may be as much as 50 feet.
Since the buss is used to access only memory "devices",
many of the UNIBUS lines normally used by external
devices for interrupt generation and bus priority
arbitration may be redefined as additional address
lines. The present MPSM buss has 28 memory address
lines defined and thus may address up to 268 megabytes
of memory. Like the UNIBUS, the shared memory buss
does not time-multiplex address and data lines, hence
individual memory accesses are somewhat faster than on
the DEC Q-Bus. However, only 16 data lines are defined,
and since all data items in the entire system are 32
bits wide, two consecutive memory accesses per data
item must be made when data is accessed via the shared
memory buss.

(2) shared memory access ports. Shared memory
access ports are modules which electrically intersect
both a processor Q-Bus and a multiport shared memory
buss. The module appears as a peripheral device to
the Q-Bus processor and maps Q-Bus memory addresses
within a defined range (the Q-Bus logical address space

"window") into a corresponding region of shared memory
space, the shared memory page. Both the start address
of the logical space window and its length can be set
by wire-wrap jumpers on the port module. The in-house
standard for shared memory subsystems used for communi-
cation is to have the window start at 140 000(8) and
have a length of 8K bytes. Thus the shared memory page
length for communication shared memory is also 8K bytes.
The access port device presents one device register to
the Q-Bus processor. This register is referred to as
the shared memory page register; the number it contains
determines the area (page) of the shared memory module
currently under access. For processors which have only
one access port on their Q-Bus, the standard buss ad-
dress for the shared memory page number register is
174200(8).

(3) shared memory access port scanner module.
Each multiport shared memory subsystem (with more than
one access port) has a module to arbitrate requests
for use of the shared memory buss. This module is
constructed as a four-row, single-slot "DEC-staudard"
module; the module draws only power from the backplane
and may occupy any available backplane space (A,B,C,
and D or C,D,E, and F rows) which does not overlap any
buss. The scanner is connected to the access ports by
tv-D coaxial cables each. These cables carry "access
request" and "access grant" signals. These signals
and all logic on the scanner card are implemented in
ECL logic. The set of access ports managed by a scanner
are examined for pending access requests in round-robin
fashion, i.e., there is no priority structure.

(4) shared memory modules. Since the multiport
shared memory buss is essentially an extended DEC
UNIBUS, any commercial memory modules compatible with
the UNIBUS or the extended UNIBUS may be used to form
the physical shared memory array. The present system
employs Plessey Peripheral Systems PM-S11L modules as
shared memory. These modules contain 256K bytes of
memory each and are designed to respond to 22 address
lines. The arrays contain normal commercial computer
MOS memory and have read and write access times of 385
and 235 nsec, respectively.

(5) shared memory bank selectors. As mentioned
above, the memory arrays used in the shared memory sub-
system are commercial units with 22 address lines.
This means that the maximum amount of memory which may
be accessed by such a subsystem with no additional ad-
dress decoding is 4 megabytes. For larger subsystems,
shared memory bank selector modules are required.
These modules interrupt one of the control signals on
the shared memory buss (i.e., MSTNC or "master synchro-
nize") , decode the high-order address bits, and pass
the control signal along to the correct memory array.
The modules are implemented as two-row, single slot
PCB cards; they contain only a few DIP switches, buss
transceiver chips, and "AND" gates.

Time-Slicing Subsystem Electronics

The main function of the time slicing subsystem
is to provide overall synchronization of the data
acquisition operations performed by the system. These
data acquisition operations have been listed above.
Further details about the modules which perform the
individual operations and the way in which they are
controlled and synchronized are given here. The basic
problem is to establish a gate signal defining the
time periods during which detector and auxiliary data
may be collected. Again, this time slice or frame
gate signal is based on a clock period of lusec, may
be turned on then off as many as 256 times during a
time slice sequence, and the duration of the time
that the gate is on may be arbitrarily long, subject
to the constraint that the entire sequence does not



exceed 2^2 lusec counts. The time slice processor
establishes the structure of the time slice sequence
by writing the 32-bit start time and end time of each
time slice into the time slice parameter shared memory
module.

Time Slice Control Logic Module

The time slice processor initiates an execution of
the time slice sequence, i.e., a cycle over the time
slice sequence, by interacting with a device on the
processor's Q-Bus. This device is referred to as the
time slice control logic module. In general, data is
collected in datasets referred to as experiment points,
where an experiment point consists of a number of cycles
over a defined time slice sequence with no change in
parameters external to the time slicing subsystem (e.g.,
no change in the physical position of a detector or in
the wavelength setting of the monochromator). The time
slice processor may initiate each cycle of an experi-
ment point and count the number of cycles itself or it
may set a number of cycles into a register of the time
slice control logic and let the module execute all
cycles for the experiment point in automatic mode.

The time slice control logic module consists of
two hex-width printed circuit boards mounted in the
processor's Q-Bus backplane (see Figs. 4 and 5). The
module contains eight logic device registers and con-
nectors for eight cables to distribute control signals
to other modules in the subsystem (and also to obtain
operation completion and error information from these
modules). A good indication of the module's function
can be given by a discussion of the parameters and
status indicators held by each of its eight device
registers.

(1) Cycle Control Register. The cycle control
register contains write/read bits for performing opera-
tions on the electronics for the entire time slice sub-
system and read-only bits for determining the status of
the entire subsystem. The write/read operational bits
include the following:

(a) Initialize. When this bit is set, a
pulse (lOusec) is generated which initializes all
registers in the entire time slice electronics sub-
system. All counter registers are cleared; all error
status bits are cleared (set to "not true");

(b) Autocycle. The "autocycle" bit is set
if cycles over the time slice sequence are to be in-
itiated and counted by the control logic module itself;
the bit is left cleared if the time slice processor is
to initiate and count the cycles;

(c) Cycle Enable. Data collection begins
when this bit is set if the control logic is in "auto-
cycle" mode. If the control logic is not in autocycle
mode, i.e., the logic is in "processor" mode, this bit
has no effect.

The remaining operation bits are used only when
the time slice processor is to initiate and count the
data collection cycles which constitute an experiment
point:

(d) Processor Initialize Cycle. The time
slice processor may initialize a cycle over the time
slice sequence by setting this bit. The counter for
the current time slice number and the counter for the
current intercycle wait interval clock tick are cleared
to zero. All modules which generate memory addresses
for ti.ie slice data arrays are initialized so that their
address registers point to the memory array element ap-
propriate to the first time slice;

Fig. 4. Time Slice Control Logic Module, Board A.
Board contains Q-Bus control logic cycle
control register, submodule select register,
error register, and timing circuitry for
controlling cycles over the time slice
sequence.

Fig. 5. Time Slice Control Logic Module, Board B.
Board contains number-of-cycles register,
cycle counter register, time slice register,
and registers for the intercycle wait inter-
val and intercycle wait count.

(e) Processor Prime Cycle. An initialized
cycle is primed when this bit of the cycle control
register is set. All modules which generate synchron-
ized time interval gates (the most important module
being the time slice generator) fetch the start and
end time parameters of the first two time intervals
from the shared memory module containing the time
slice parameters;

(f) Processor Cycle Enable. The time
slice processor sets this bit to begin the currently
primed cycle. The time slice generator produces the
defined time slice sequence and the stimuli generation
and data acquisition modules perform their respective
functions in response to level changes in the time
slice gate. When the cycle is complete, the control



logic module generates a "cycle finished" signal and
sets the "cycle finished" bit in the present register
(see below);

(g) Processor Enable Intercycle Clock. The
time slice processor may enable the intercycle wait
clock by setting this bit, assuming an intercycle wait
count has been set into the intercycle wait interval
register. Alternatively, the processor may time out
the intercycle wait period by executing a software wait
loop. (The intercycle wait interval is provided in
order to allow the sample under study to recover com-
pletely from the stimuli applied during the previous
cycle before another cycle is begun.) It is expected
that using the hardware counting facilities will re-
sult in a more accurate wait interval;

(h) Clear Error Indicators. All error in-
dication bits in the time slice subsystem are cleared
(set to "no error") when this bit is set in the cycle
control register. The same effect may be achieved by
setting the "initialize" bit, but in that case, other
registers in the control logic module will also be
cleared.

The remainder of the cycle control register con-
tains read-only status indicator bits. The time slice
processor may determine the current state of the time
slice electronics by examining these bits. The follow-
ing bits are present:

(a) Cycle Primed. This bit is set if all
electronics modules (including the time slice generator)
which are to take part in a cycle over the time slice
sequence have been successfully primed, i.e., have
successfully fetched the endpoint parameters of the
first two time slices from parameter shared memory and
set their detector data shared memory addresses to cor-
respond to the first time slice;

(b) Cycle Finished. The time slice processor
may determine when a cycle over the time slice sequence
has finished by examining the "cycle finished" bit. A
cycle is not finished until the gate for the last time
slice has closed and all data collected during the last
time slice has been stored to shared memory;

(c) Intercycle Wait In Progress. This bit Is
set while the control logic module is counting down the
intercycle wait period. When the "wait in progress" bit
is cleared, the module initializes and starts another
cycle if it is operating in automatic mode. Otherwise
the time slice processor must test this bit to determine
when another "processor" mode cycle may begin;

(d) Point Finished. The "point finished" bit
is set only when the control logic operates in automatic
mode. It indicates that the specified number of cycles
over the time slice sequence have been executed;

(e) Time Slice Generator Error. This bit is
set if the time slice generator has detected an error
while generating the current sequence of tine slice
gate levels. This means that the generator module has
not been able to extract the parameters of a time slice
from shared memory before the time slice which they
describe must be started;

(f) Prime Error. This status bit indicates
that at least one module which is to participate in the
current time slice sequence could not prime itself for
the cycle with its required parameters;

(g) Cycle Finish Error. The "cycle finish
error" bit is set at the conclusion of a timeout period
at the end of the time slice sequence if at least one
module participating in the cycle has failed to finish

its end-of-cycle data storage operations;

(h) Error. The "error" bit is the usual in-
clusive "OR" product of all error bits maintained by the
time sli~e control logic module.

(2) Module Select Register. The modules whicu are
to be active during cycles over the time slice sequence
are selected by setting bits in the module select reg-
ister. Selection bits are defined for three x-ray
detector interfaces, the time slice generator, the
cycle sealers, the time slice sealers interface, and
the measured voltages subsystem and the modules which
control the applied voltage and trigger pulse channels.
The high-order four bits of this register select the
particular shared memory buffer into which collected
data is to be placed. Thus any one of sixteen buffers
may be used, subject to the obvious constraint that
physical shared memory space corresponding to the
selected buffer must be present.

(3) Error Register. Four error status bits for
each of the eight modules managed by the time slice
control logic may be read from the (multiplexed) error
register. The particular set of error bits present at
the register is selected by a bit in the module select
register;

(4) Number of Cycles Register. This register
contains the number of cycles over the complete time
slice sequence which are to be executed with the control
logic module in "autocycle" or automatic mode. Thus
each experiment point may contain data accumulated
during 65,536 cycles;

(5) Cycle Counter Register. The time slice
processor may determine the number of currently com-
pleted cycles by examining the cycle counter register.
Access to the contents of this register enables programs
executing in the time slice processor to estimate the
amount of time remaining until the end of data collect-
ion for the current experiment point;

(6) Time Slice Register. The sixteen-bit time slice
register must be interpreted as two eight-bit bytes.
The low-order byte is loaded with the total number of
time slices in the sequence; the high-order byte is a
counter which contains the number of the time slice
just completed. These two (byte) registers are used
to generate a signal indicating to all modules in the
subsystem that their data collection operations for the
current cycle will be finished when they have completed
such operations for the just-ended time slice. The
low-order part of the time slice register must be loaded
even if the time slice control logic module operates
in "processor" mode;

(7) Intercycle Wait Interval Register. The
number of ticks of the intercycle wait clock required
for the intercycle wait period is loaded into this
register. Each clock tick corresponds to lOysccs, so
that the maximum intercycle wait tine (in automatic
mode) is ^ 0.66 seconds;

(8) Intercycle Wait Count Register. The number
of ticks of the intercycle wait clock which have ex-
pired is maintained in this register. The time slice
processor may examine this register in order to deter-
mine how much time remains in the intercycle wait
interval. ,

Time Slice Generator Module

The time slice generator module consists of two
hex-width printed circuit boards which contain 32-bit
registers for the start and end times of two time
slices, the lusec subsystem clock, and circuitry for



fetching time slice parameters from the shared memory
module which contains parameters of the entire time
slice sequence. The generator accepts control signals,
e.g., initialize, prime cycle, and cycle, from the Time
slice control logic module and employs a 32-bit clock
pulse counter and 32-bit digital comparator to detect
time slice start and end times. A time slice gate
level is asserted during the specified time slice
intervals and distributed to all modules in the sub-
system uhich require the gate. The time slice generator
also extracts from shared memory and distributes a set
of gate levels which determine whether or not each of
the 12 cycle sealers is gated on during each time slice
of the sequence. In this manner, sealer totals for a
particular subset of time slices may be accumulated
during data collection for an experimental point.

T>e subsystem Ipsec clock is also distributed to
the module which applies voltage stimuli to the sample
and the module which generates trigger pulses for
auxiliary devices. The operations performed by these
modules are synchronized with the time slice sequence
but may occur at times different from the start or end
of time slices. The time slice generator returns error
indication signals to the control logic module; these
errors arise if the generator is unable to extract a
time slice parameter from its shared memory module in
time for the parameter to be used.

Read/Increment/Write Interface, Detector Ho. 1

The read/increment/write interface accepts 10-bit
position data from detector number 1, a 1024 channel
position-sensitive x-ray detector with delay line read-
out. Each event time interval generated by the delay
line is converted into a voltage level by a time-to-
amplitude converter; the voltage amplitude is digitized
by an analogue-to-digital converter. This digitized
position value is transmitted to the read/increment/
write interface via flat ribbon cable, •>« 70 feet in
length, and differential mode transceivers obeying the
RS422 electrical signal protocol. The interface module
accepts data as long as the time slice gate is open,
converts the data item to a memory address by con-
catenating high-order bits for the current time slice
number and the buffer number and saves the entire ad-
dress in a FIFO buffer. On the output side of the
FIFO buffer, the address is used to access a memory
location in the detector data shared memory module.
The memory contents are read into a register, incre-
mented, and written back to memory. Note that, in
general, two update operations are required since all
memory modules are 16 bits wide and 32-bit accumulators
are maintained for every detector channel. However, if
no carry condition is encountered when the low-order
16-bit word of an accumulator is incremented, the inter-
face is set up to omit the high-order word update.

Read/Sum/Write Interface, Detector No. 2

The read/sum/write interface transfers detector
data from an array of 100 sealers to accumulating
memory elements in the detector data shared memory.
The data originate with detector number 2, a "fast"
position-sensitive x-ray detector with 100 channels,
or detecting wires, and a preamplifier-discriminator-
amplifier-scaler chain for each channel. The sealers
for this detector are implemented in the standard
hex-width, four-layer printed circuit board form, eight
sealers per board. The logic circuitry is low-power
Schottky '."IT, except for the receiver for the input
event pulse stream and the low-order four bits "of each
sealer, which are ECL logic. Associated with each
32-bit sealer is a full 32-bit buffer. At the end of
each time slice, the contents of each sealer is trans-
ferred to its associated buffer and the sealer is
cleared in preparation for data accumulation during

the next time slice.

The read/sum/write interface operates during a
time slice to add the data counted during the previous
time slice to the data being accumulated in the del ac-
tor data shared memory module. The interface forms a
base shared memory address from the buffer number and
the number of the previous time slice, then reads the
accumulated data for each detector channel from shared
memory, adds in the contents of the sealer buffer for
the channel, and writes the sum back to shared memory.
Note again that two read/sum/write operations are re-
quired for each channel because the shared memory words
are 16 bits wide. The current time slice must be suf-
ficiently long that the sums can be updated for all
100 channels, else the interface returns an "overrun"
error to the time slice control logic module. The
total readout time for all 100 channels is approximately
200usec. The read/sum/write interface is implemented
on one hex-width printed circuit board and occupies
space in the chassis box containing the sealer cards.

Read/Increment/Write Interface, Detector Ho. 3

The time slice control logic module provides the
control signals and connector space for a read/incre-
ment/write interface for a two-dimensional position-
sensitive x-ray detector with delay line readout on
each axis. The detector is expected to have dimensions
256 channels x 512 channels. The interface for this
proposed detector has not been built but will un-
doubtedly be very similar to the detector no. 1 inter-
face.

Applied Voltages Subsystem

Eight channels of voltage stimuli are applied to
the biological sample under study by the applied volt-
ages subsystem. The subsystem consists of two major
parts, a set of digital-to-analogue converter boards
and the applied voltage modules. The converter boards
take the form of single-width NIM modules and are
mounted inside the NIM bin attached to the spectro-
meter body. Each module contains two 12-bit D-to-A
converters, an analogue switch, and control electronics
for latching digital voltage values into the converter
buffers and toggling the analogue switch. Voltage
values and control signals are transmitted to the
modules via flat ribbon cable actuated by differential
mode transceivers producing RS422-compatible electronic
signals.

The voltages to be applied to the sample via each
channel and their times of application and removal are
extracted from the time slice parameter shared memory
by an applied voltage module. Each applied voltage
module consists of two hex-width printed circuit boards,
the first of which is a copy of the board in the time
slice generator set which fetches time slice param-
eters from shared memory and holds them in registers.
The second board is similar to its corresponding time
slice generator board but has been modified with a
connector for the cable to its associated converter
module and logic for carrying out transmission of volt-
age values to the converters. Each applied voltage
module accepts and counts the distributed lusec time
slice subsystem clock, i.e., applications of the volt-
age level stimuli do not have to coincide with the
start and end of a time slice.

Trigger Pulse Subsystem

Eight channels of trigger pulses for activating
auxiliary devices during the time slice sequence are
provided by the trigger pulse subsystem. This sub-
system is similar to the applied voltages subsystem
except that only one bit of information must be



transmitted to the front-end module which converts
trigger pulses to TTL-compatible form and distributes
these pulses to the auxiliary devices. A trigger pulse
module for each channel fetches pairs of trigger pulse
times and indicators of whether or not they are to be
applied from the shared memory module containing time
slice parameters. (This somewhat stilted technique is
employed to make the printed circuit boards required
for the subsystem very similar to those for the ap-
plied voltages subsystem.) All eight pulse applica-
tion signals are transmitted to the front end module
via a single fist ribbon cable, again by RS422 trans-
ceivers. A single dual-width NDt module contains the
TTL pulse generation electronics for all eight channels.
Just as with the applied voltages, the trigger pulse
application times do not necessarily coincide with the
time slice endpoints.

Measured Voltages Subsystem

The measured voltages subsystem synchronizes the
sampling and digitization of voltages generated by the
biological sample with the time slice sequence. Eight
channels of voltages are measured, with the digitization
of the voltage on each channel always beginning at the
start of a time slice. The analogue-to-digital con-
verters required for the digitization are contained in
eight single-width NTM modules. As in the other sub-
systems, the converter modules are located near the
sample, residing in the NIM bin mounted on the spectro-
meter body. Also similarly, the digitized voltage
values are transmitted back to the measured voltages
module by flat ribbon cable and RS422 transceivers.
The objective is to obtain for each channel an average
measured voltage corresponding to each time slice, with
the average being taken over all cycles over the time
slice sequence. Thus a sum of the voltage measured at
each occurrence of a time slice is accumulated; at the
end of data collection for an experiment point, the
time slice processor must divide these sums by the
number of cycles in the point to obtain the average
values.

The measured voltages module has been implemented
as three hex-width printed circuit boards. The first
board contains the electronic logic for signaling the
digitizer modules to begin analogue-to-digital con-
version, waiting for all modules to complete their
digitization, and reading back the measured voltages
and storing them in a fixed buffer in the time slice
parameter shared memory. The second board serves mainly
as a cable distribution panel for the eight cables to
the front-end modules. The third board is a copy of
the read/sum/write interface described above. This
part of the measured voltages subsystem, as soon as a
time slice is complete, extracts the measured voltages
from their buffer in shared memory and adds these values
to an array of accumulated voltage sums, also located
in the parameter shared memory module.

Time Slice Sealers Interface

An array of up to 24 sealers may be used to ac-
cumulate auxiliary data (e.g., incident flux monitor
counts) during each time slice. This subsystem con-
tains an exact copy of the read/sum/write interface
used with the "fast" x-ray detector, detector number 2.
The sealer cards used for accumulating auxiliary data
during a time slice are the same as the detector sealers.
The only difference is at the front end where three
dual-width NIM modules are used to convert (if neces-
sary) the input sealer pulses into the ECL form required
for the sealer card inputs. The time slice sealer
interface operates just like the detector read/sum/
write interface: during the current time slice, the
24 channels of data collected during the previous time
slice are read from their buffers and added to

accumulators, indexed by buffer number and time slice
number, in the time slice parameter shared memory
module.

Status

As has been mentioned elsewhere, all computer
processors in the Biology Small-Angle X-ray Scattering
Station have been procured, integrated into a system,
and tested. The tests included operation of one of
the multiport shared memory modules, the communication
memory. The display processor has been operated as a
slave to the experiment control processor and has
composed displays of fabricated data. With the ad-
dition of x and y motions for a beamstop to intercept
the direct x-ray beam downstream of the detector, the
motor control subsystem now has its full complement
of 15 axes under automated computer control. All of
the controlled axes have been actuated from the ex-
periment control processor and some measurements of
equipment alignment with respect to the x-ray beam have
been made. The last major part of the system awaiting
completion is the time-slicing subsystem.

Printed circuit boards for the time slice control
logic (master control) module have been designed and
constructed and their components mounted. These
modules are currently undergoing tests of their inter-
action with the time slice processor. The two circuit
boards required for the time slice generator are being
constructed in the Division printed circuit facility.
The read/increment/write and read/sum/write interface
boards are currently undergoing printed circuit board
layout. The schematics (computer-aided design version)
for the sealer boards and all other boards required at
the time slice subsystem chassis boxes themselves are
finished. Only the front-end NIM modules for the ap-
plied voltages subsystem and the measured voltages
subsystem remain to be designed.
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